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me? 

not the  
"sage on the 

stage"...

• As I have already mentioned to my students at the academy, I prefer to see my role as a facilitator rather than a lecturer.



prefer to be a 
"guide on the 

side"...

• The saying in the USA highlights this, saying some among my academic colleagues prefer not to act as if we are the "sage on the stage", instead preferring to be the 
"guide on the side."



What journalism meant to me growing up...

• That said, I have some very strong feelings about the role of media, arts and information play in society. I have worked in the field of media and publishing in one 
capacity or another since 1979. But I grew up when American media was basking in the light of its recognized role in revealing the dark human costs of the Vietnam 
War, the resignation of an American President, Richard Nixon, and the idealism that came from being instrumental in the success of the Civil Rights movement giving 
greater rights to African Americans and promoting equality in the workplace for Women.




Where have 
we been?

a very abbreviated view 
of "journalism" in 

human history!

Photo: Pravda newspaper presses

• During the years that followed, things have changed just a little. But first, let me offer you a extremely abbreviated history review:




Maybe the first "journalism"? 
among the first "stories" shared in human history...

• Way back in the age of the cave man, sharing news with friends and strangers might have meant drawing pictures of best hunting grounds or sacred grounds on the 
rock walls in caves. These were stories, too, that helped begin the cultural history of the human race.




A  few millennia ahead...

• As we fast forward a few millennia... Stone tablets, scrolls, and handlettered documents, along with the traveling…. helped spread news.




A  few millennia ahead...

• The “press” amounted to a few traveling Minstrels and some monks transcribing biblical verses. Of course in East Asia, there were scribes, too, who carefully crafted 
illuminated manuscripts for the wealthiest families who were securing their place in the next life.




A  few hundred years more...

• Gutenberg, associated with the first semi efficient mode of movable type, may have been the first step towards the democratization of information. Literacy was still a 
limiting factor.



In the USA... 
the birth of a nation and 
establishment of ideals...

• Fast forward to the birth of the new nation of the United States of America and we see that information and the ability to express oneself becomes codified in the 
American constitution.
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The 
Fourth 
Estate
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• In the US, we sometimes refer to the Press as the Fourth Estate for its independence from the US government’s three main branches - Executive (President and White 
House), Congressional (including both the House and Senate), and Judicial (including the Supreme Court). This independence is protected under the First Amendment 
of the US constitution which states:




In the USA, 
the press is...

• Independent of Government 
• Constitutionally Protected

FIRST AMENDMENT: 
“Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibiting the 

free exercise thereof; or 
abridging the freedom of 

speech, or of the press; or the 
right of the people peaceably 
to assemble, and to petition 

the Government for a redress 
of grievances.”

• FIRST AMENDMENT: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”




Influential journalists from the past...

Rachel Carson - Biologist turned writer 
“Silent Spring”, 1962

Edward R. Morrow -  War Correspondent  
 in Europe, WWII

Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein  
- a burglary leads to a president’s 

resignation

• In the interest of time, I will fast forward to where we find ourselves back in the “good ol’ days” of American journalism. America had journalists like Rachel Carson 
(Silent Spring, 1962), Edward R. Murrow, William Shirer, Walter Cronkite, and Morley Safer. Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward’s investigative journalism brought down 
a president. 


• Ethics and objectivity were codified and something that good journalists strove to practice. Getting the story was important. But an accurate story, one that was more 
than bare facts, was important, especially one that told a deeper story. 


• Television news anchorpeople were more than just talking heads. They took their role seriously, to help inform the public, and hold public officials accountable for their 
actions. 


• And overall, I’m here to report that this is a GOOD thing… at least in theory if not in practice. 



A few things 
changed...

Some good, some 
bad, some just plain 

ugly...



1980's-1990's

• But something happened during the last few decades of the 20th Century, just as some wonderful things were being achieved in the world, the cold war between our 
nations officially ending, and a great period of prosperity seemed upon us.




Infotainment 
---- 

just plain ugly 
here...

•  it seemed that media and publishing empires became more concerned about selling advertising space and less interested in good journalism. 

• Content for the media became more focused on entertainment value rather than truth and objectivity.  I admit that as I watched this unfolding, especially from my island 

perspective at the University of the South Pacific where I worked through 1997, it left me somewhat discouraged about the future of journalism and the media.




Could the internet also mean a new coming of age?

• But something very important also happened. Just as it seemed to be reaching the worst characteristics of large corporate control of the flow of information and how 
we literally "consume" it, the internet and world wide web reached critical mass. 


• With that, journalism and media in general have come of age, been truly transformed in the early 21st Century.




FROM PRESS... TO PIXELS

• These days, the press has moved from the printing to pixels. And news from any source, any where, in any language is at our fingertips. The challenges are many:




The challenges are many...

• As readers, or "consumers" of all of this information, we have the challenge of determining authenticity. What and who should be believed? What information should 
be ignored, discredited?


• And to those who wish to be the creators of information, the challenges are more than a few:

• 	 overcoming the steep learning curve of rapidly changing technology

• 	 learning to identify the credible sources…

• 	 deciding who our audience is, even as our material is read or consumed by many others we never dreamed of reaching...




The benefits are 
also many...

• But the benefits are also many. 

• With this move from paper to pixels, we have swiftly moved towards the true democratization of the media, where every one of us can be both a consumer of 

information, and a creator of it, sharing our thoughts at the click of a button. 

• The web has brought to us the ability to create communities far beyond our neighborhoods, allowing us each to connect to people far and wide based not on 

geography, but on our shared interests…




Reflecting upon our work as we build 
new cultural bridges.

Artwork by iuriko - http://iurikothe.deviantart.com/

• It has also forced upon us a new responsibility... to be vigilant in calling out lies when mis-information is being spread. Now each of us must reflect upon whether we 
choose to be who inflames underlying prejudices, or someone who is a thoughtful sharer of ideas and more objective or reflective information.


• Now, I’ve generalized here. But the point that I am making is that we are no longer just minstrels singing from village to village, sharing news from yonder kingdoms…

• Nor are we only at the mercy of what we are fed by large media corporations.



Moving beyond entertainment...

• Cultural journalism is a relatively new term in the conversation.

• Feature stories, human interest stories, investigative journalism, and arts and entertainment journalism generally refer to those stories that are beyond the basic news 

“reporting" of a traffic accident, or the weather. 

• Cultural journalism can be any of those things, but especially when the goal is to create connections. The cultural journalist moves beyond the journalistic basics, while 

still including them. They serve as a bridge builder between the subject matter, whether it is any of the visual or performing arts, or a more historical or cultural subject 
matter, and the audience's understanding of its value in society. 




from the past... 
emerges a 

hopeful future...

• As I spoke with my students at the Academy, I realized that they were already thinking this way. The subjects they chose were compelling. Choosing plays or 
expressions from street art, some were able to move beyond superficial descriptions to more conceptual ones, allowing the audience to begin to understand the 
historical or societal implications of these works. They were so interesting, that with their permission, we have decided to continue building bridges by making their 
writings available online to be shared with others, but especially my students back in Michigan.


• And I think that is where we are now. 




Existing in the new dichotomy...

• As journalism has come of age and been completely transformed in the early 21st Century, the roles between writer and audience have also changed. The reality of 
media  today - in the age of the internet - is defined by the dichotomy of who is doing the reporting, how credible they are, or even how well they are trained. 




We are all cultural journalists now...

• We are all cultural journalists now...

• No longer does it require elaborate corporate underwriting to add your voice to the world of mass communications. 

• This schizophrenic multimedia environment has been both a great democratizer of media access, as well as a challenge to those who use it or govern it. 




with new 
responsibilities...

• More than television talking heads, superficial coverage of art events, and celebrity-chasing paparazzi, journalism has been redefined. 

• And the emerging field of cultural journalism, going far beyond entertainment, has an important role to play - and I believe it is even a responsibility - in bridging cultural 

and social understanding and education of the global citizenry across geo-political borders in this age of the global village.
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до свидания • Thank you.

• Thank you, and Spasibo.



